
Intelligent Information Systems IIIProceedings of the Workshop held inWigry, Poland, 6-10 June, 1994pages 278- 292Some Useful Properties of Probabilistic KnowledgeRepresentations From the Point of View of IntelligentSystemsMarek J. DruzdzelUniversity of PittsburghDepartment of Information SciencePittsburgh, PA 15260, U.S.A.marek@lis.pitt.eduAbstract. Although probabilistic knowledge representations and probabilisticreasoning have by now secured their position in intelligent systems research, itis not uncommon to encounter misunderstanding of their foundations and lackof appreciation for their strengths. This paper discusses �ve issues related to in-telligent systems research and shows how they are addressed by the probabilisticknowledge representations.Directed probabilistic graphs capture essential qualitative properties of a domain,along with its causal structure. Concepts such as relevance and conicting evi-dence have a natural, formally sound meaning in probabilistic models. Probabilis-tic schemes support sound reasoning at a variety of levels ranging from purelyquantitative to purely qualitative levels. Probabilistic knowledge representationsprovide insight into the foundations of logic-based schemes for reasoning underuncertainty, showing their di�culties in highly uncertain domains. Finally, proba-bilistic knowledge representations support automatic generation of understandableexplanations of inference for the sake of user interfaces to intelligent systems.1 INTRODUCTIONReasoning within such disciplines as engineering, science, management, or medicine isusually based on formal, mathematical methods employing probabilistic treatment ofuncertainty. While heuristic methods and ad-hoc reasoning schemes may in many do-mains perform well, most engineers will be reluctant to rely on them whenever the cost



Some Useful Properties of Probabilistic Knowledge Representations : : : 279of making an error is high. To give an extreme example, few people would choose to yairplanes built using heuristic principles over airplanes built using the laws of aerody-namics. The attractiveness of probability theory lies in its soundness and its guaranteesconcerning long-term performance. Similarly to the �rst order logic in deterministic rea-soning, probability theory can be viewed as a gold standard for rationality in reasoningunder uncertainty. Following its axioms protects from some elementary inconsistencies.Their violation, on the other hand, can be demonstrated to lead to sure losses [19].Application of probabilistic methods in intelligent systems makes these systems philo-sophically distinct from those based on the mainstream arti�cial intelligence methods.Rather than imitating humans, they support human reasoning by a normative theory ofdecision making. A useful analogy is that of an electronic calculator: the calculator aidspeople's limited capacity for mental arithmetics rather than imitating it. The distrust forhuman capabilities for reasoning under uncertainty has strong empirical support [17].This paper discusses �ve issues related to intelligent systems research and showshow they are addressed by the probabilistic knowledge representations. It is a reviewpaper and it accessibly and informally summarizes only the most important results.Pointers will be given to original papers for those readers who are interested in detailsand in a formal exposition. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2reviews the foundations of probabilistic knowledge representations. Section 3 is devotedto the issue of causality in models and shows the ease with which probabilistic modelsrepresent the causal structure of the underlying domain. Section 4 discusses the issueof relevance in probabilistic context. Section 5 shows that probability theory supportscomputationally e�cient qualitative schemes for reasoning under uncertainty. Section 6lays a link between probabilistic and logic-based schemes for reasoning under uncertainty,showing the di�culties that logic-based schemes face in highly uncertain domains. Finally,Section 7 discusses the issues of knowledge elicitation and explanation in the context ofprobabilistic systems.2 FOUNDATIONSAs outlined carefully by Leonard Savage in his inuential book on the foundations ofBayesian probability theory and decision theory [19], probabilistic reasoning is alwayscon�ned to a well de�ned set of uncertain variables, which Savage refers to as \smallworld." A probabilistic model consists of an explicit speci�cation of these variables andthe information about the probability distribution over all possible combinations of theiroutcomes,1 known as the joint probability distribution. It is a fundamental assumptionof the Bayesian approach that the joint probability distribution exists and if needed can1 A combination of outcomes of all variables, i.e., an element of the Cartesian product of sets ofoutcomes of all individual model's variables, can be succinctly de�ned as a state. There is arichness of terms used to describe states of a model: extension, instantiation, possible world,scenario, etc. Throughout this paper, I will attempt to use the term state of a model or brieystate whenever possible.



280 Marek J. Druzdzelbe elicited from a human expert.2 If there are n propositional variables in a model, thereare 2n states of the model and, e�ectively, the joint probability distribution consists of 2nnumbers. It is seldom the case that all these numbers have to be elicited and stored in amodel. By factorizing the joint probability distribution and exploring the independencesexisting in the domain, once can reduce it to a product of a small number of probabilities.Such factorized form can be represented by a directed graph, such as a Bayesian beliefnetwork (BBN) [18]. Nodes in a BBN represent random variables. Lack of a directed arcbetween a node a and a node b means that variables a and b are independent conditionalon some subset 	 of other variables in the model (	 can also be empty).Figure 1 shows an example of a BBN modeling various causes of low level of carengine oil. The interactions between variables in this model are uncertain in general. A
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loose bolt crackedgasket

Fig. 1. An example of a Bayesian belief networkcrack in the gasket may result in oil leak, but there may be an oil leak without a crack inthe gasket or there may be a crack in the gasket that does not cause oil leak. There aremany independences represented explicitly in this graph. And so, loose bolt and crack inthe gasket are independent. They become dependent conditional on oil leak or any of itsdescendants. Worn piston rings is independent on blue exhaust conditional on excessive oilconsumption. The graphical model, such as the one in Figure 1, is usually supplementedby its numerical properties, expressed by matrices of conditional probabilities stored ineach of the nodes. With each of the 12 variables in this model being propositional, thecomplete joint probability distribution contains 212 = 4096 numbers. Explicit information2 It is not necessary, however, to specify it numerically in order to perform useful reasoning |in fact a speci�cation of the constraints on this joint probability distribution and reasoningin terms of these constraints leads to schemes of less speci�city and even purely qualitativeschemes, as will be shown in Section 5.



Some Useful Properties of Probabilistic Knowledge Representations : : : 281about independences included in the model allows for specifying it by only 54 numbers.Both, the structure and the numerical probability distributions in a BBN are elicited froma human expert and are a reection of the expert's subjective view of a real world system.Scienti�c knowledge about the system, both in terms of the structure and frequencydata, if available, can be easily incorporated in the model. It is apparent from the aboveexample that BBNs o�er a compact representation of joint probability distributions andare capable of practical representation of large models. BBNs can be easily extended withdecision and value variables for modeling decision problems. Such amended graphs areknown as inuence diagrams [20].3 PROBABILITY, CAUSALITY, AND ACTIONIt seems to be an accepted view in psychology that humans attempt to achieve a coherentinterpretation of the events that they observe by organizing their knowledge in schemasconsisting of cause-e�ect relations. This holds for both scienti�c and everyday reason-ing. Scarcity of references to causality in most statistics textbooks and the disclaimersthat usually surround the term \causation" create the impression that causality formsa negative and unnecessary ballast on human mind that cannot be reconciled with theprobabilistic approach. In fact, causality and probability are closely related. While prob-abilistic relations indeed do not imply causality, the latter normally implies a patternof probabilistic interdependencies and these, in turn, provide clues about causality. Agenerally accepted necessary condition for causality is statistical dependence. For a to beconsidered a cause of b in a context S, it is necessary that Pr(BjAS) 6= Pr(BjAS), i.e.,the presence of a must have impact on the probability of b. Knowledge of the directionof causality allows humans to predict the e�ects of their actions.It turns out that directed graphs readily combine the symmetric view of probabilisticdependence with the asymmetry of causality. A directed graph can be given causal inter-pretation and can be viewed as a structural model of the underlying domain. Simon andI [10] tied the work on structural equations models in econometric and AI to probabilis-tic models and formulated the semantic conditions under which a directed probabilisticgraph is causal. We have shown that a node and all its direct predecessors in a graphplay a role that is equivalent to that of a structural equation. Structural equations ineconometric are equations describing unique mechanisms acting in the system [22]. Forexample, in a simple physical system such as a pendulum, one of the mechanisms mightbe described by the equation f = mg, where m is the mass of the pendulum, g is Earth'sgravitational constant, and f the force with which Earth acts on the pendulum. Mech-anisms are identi�able by underlying physical, chemical, social, or other laws, physicaladjacency, connection, or interaction. As we have shown, one can view each node in aprobabilistic graph along with its direct predecessors as a qualitative speci�cation of amechanism acting in a system.There are two important reasons for interest in causality in the context of intelligentsystems. The �rst is that models that include causal information are natural and ingeneral easier to construct and modify [14, 21]. Such models are also easier for thesystem to explain and for their users to comprehend [3, 25]. The theoretical link between



282 Marek J. Druzdzelstructural equations models and directed probabilistic graphs shows how prior theoreticalknowledge about a domain, captured in structural equations, can aid construction ofBBNs. If we happen to know the mechanism tying a group of variables, we know thatthese variables will be adjacent in the constructed graph. Existing theoretical knowledge,if incorporated at the model building stage, can aid human experts, make model buildingeasier, and, �nally, improve the quality of constructed models.The second reason for interest in causality is that autonomous intelligent planningsystems should be able to predict the e�ects of their actions. For this, the model thatthey base their reasoning on, i.e., their picture of the world, needs to be causal. Spirteset al. [23] show in what they call the manipulation theorem, that it is straightforwardto predict the e�ect of manipulating a variable in a probabilistic causal graph. Theprobability distribution over the manipulated graph can be obtained by modifying theconditional distributions of the manipulated variables. Imposing a value on a variablex through an external intervention, in particular, amounts to removing all arcs in thegraph that point at x. Assuming that the model of Figure 1 is causal, using a theorem bySpirtes et al., we can easily predict the e�ect of external interventions to the model. Andso, manipulation of the variable greasy engine block (for example, by washing the engine)will have no e�ect on any other variable in the model. On the other hand, manipulationof the variable low oil level (for example, by adding oil) will impact the indication ofthe oil gauge, but not variables excessive oil consumption, oil leak, or any of the othervariables in the graph.4 RELEVANCETypically, an intelligent system includes a large body of domain knowledge that is es-sential for its reasoning. An important problem that such a system faces is identifyingthose parts of the domain knowledge that are relevant for the query that it is addressing.\Small worlds" modeled by probabilistic systems may include hundreds or thousands ofvariables. Each of the variables of a probabilistic model may be relevant for some typesof reasoning within this domain, but rarely will all of them participate in reasoning re-lated to a single query. Too much information may unnecessarily degrade the system'sperformance. Focusing on the most relevant part of the model is also crucial in com-municating its results: too many irrelevant facts will have a confounding e�ect on mostusers. It is important, therefore, to identify a subset of the \small world" including onlythose elements of the domain model that are directly relevant to a particular problem.Suermondt and I [11] recently summarized our work on the methods that can be used forsuch reduction in probabilistic models. Each of these methods is fairly well understoodtheoretically and practically implemented.One possible way of reducing the size of the model is instantiating evidence variablesto their observed values. The observed evidence may be causally su�cient to imply thevalues of other, as yet unobserved nodes (e.g., if a patient is male, it implies that he is notpregnant). Similarly, observed evidence may imply other nodes that are causally necessaryfor that evidence to occur (e.g., observing that the radio works might in our simple modelimply battery power). Each instantiation reduces the number of uncertain variables and,



Some Useful Properties of Probabilistic Knowledge Representations : : : 283hence, reduces the computational complexity of inference. Further, instantiations canlead to additional reductions, as they may screen o� other variables by making themindependent of the variables of interest.Parts of the model that are probabilistically independent from a node of interest tgiven the observed evidence are clearly not relevant to reasoning about t. Geiger et al.[12] show a computationally e�cient way of identifying nodes that are probabilisticallyindependent from a set of nodes of interest given a set of observations by exploring inde-pendences implied by the structural properties of the graph. They base their algorithmon a condition known as d-separation, binding probabilistic independence to the struc-ture of the graph. Reduction achieved by means of d-separation can be signi�cant. Forexample, observing excessive oil consumption, makes each of the variables in the exam-ple graph independent of worn piston rings. If this is the variable of interest, almost thewhole graph can be reduced.Further reduction of the graph can be performed by removing nodes that are notcomputationally relevant to the nodes of interest given the evidence, known as barrennodes [20]. Barren nodes are uninstantiated child-less nodes in the graph. They dependon the evidence, but do not contribute to the change in probability of the target nodeand are, therefore, computationally irrelevant. If the presence of low oil level is unknown,then the probability distribution of low oil level is not necessary for computing the beliefin blue exhaust, excessive oil consumption, oil leak, and ancestors of the latter two.A probabilistic graph is not always capable of representing independences explicitly[18]. The d-separation criterion assumes, for example, that an instantiated head-to-headnode makes its predecessors probabilistically dependent. This is not the case, for example,for a common type of interaction known as Noisy{OR gate, when the common e�ect hasbeen observed to be absent [9]. A careful study of the probability distribution matricesin a graph may reveal similar circumstances and further opportunities for reduction.Procedures for this examination follow straightforwardly from the probabilistic de�nitionof independence.For some applications, such as user interfaces, there is another class of variables thatcan be reduced. This class consists of those predecessor nodes that do not take activepart in propagation of belief from the evidence to the target. Both Suermondt's [24] andmy work with Henrion [8] use the concept of chains of reasoning, which are the union ofall active trails from the evidence to the target variable. Suermondt calls the irrelevantantecedent nodes nuisance nodes. A nuisance node, given evidence e and variable ofinterest t, is a node that is computationally related to t given e but is not part of anyactive trail from e to t. If we are interested in the relevance of worn piston rings to lowoil level, then oil leak and all its ancestors fall into the category of nuisance nodes andcan be reduced.The above methods do not alter the quantitative properties of the underlying graphand are, therefore, exact. In addition, for a collection of evidence nodes e and a nodeof interest t, there will usually be nodes in the BBN that are only marginally relevantfor computing the posterior probability distribution of t. Identifying nodes that havenon-zero but small impact on t and pruning them can lead to a further simpli�cationof the graph with only a slight impact on the precision of the conclusions. To identify



284 Marek J. Druzdzelsuch nodes, one needs a suitable metric for measuring changes to the distribution of t, aswell as a threshold beyond which changes are unacceptable. Such metrics can be derivedsolely from the probabilities (e.g., cross entropy), or from decision and utility modelsinvolving the distribution of t. In INSITE, a system that generates explanations of BBNinference, Suermondt [24] found cross entropy to be the most practical measure. Use ofsuch a metric and threshold allows us to discriminate between more and less inuentialevidence nodes, and to identify nodes and arcs in the BBN that might, for practicalpurposes, be omitted from computations and from explanations of the results.Relevance in probabilistic models has a natural interpretation and probability theorysupplies e�ective tools that aid in determining what is at any given point most crucial forthe inference. The common denominator of the above methods is that they are theoreti-cally sound and quite intuitive. They are exact or, as it is the case with the last method,they come with an apparatus for controlling the degree of approximation, preservingcorrectness of the reduced model.5 QUALITATIVE REASONINGProbabilistic reasoning schemes are often criticized for the undue precision they requireto represent uncertain knowledge in the form of numerical probabilities. In fact, suchcriticism is misconceived since probabilistic reasoning does not need to be conductedwith a full numerical speci�cation of the joint probability distribution over a model'svariables. Useful conclusions can be drawn from merely constraints on the joint proba-bility distributions. The reasoning about relevance, described in the previous section, isoften purely qualitative, based only on the structure of the directed probabilistic graph.Another instance of qualitative probabilistic reasoning can be obtained by amendingreasoning about relevance with reasoning about its sign.Wellman introduced a qualitative abstraction of BBNs, known as Qualitative Proba-bilistic Networks (QPNs)[26]. QPNs share the structure with BBNs, but instead of nu-merical probability distributions, they represent the signs of interactions among variablesin the model. A proposition a has a positive inuence on a proposition b, if observinga to be true makes b more probable. QPNs generalize straightforwardly to multivaluedand continuous variables. QPNs can replace or supplement quantitative Bayesian beliefnetworks where numerical probabilities are either not available or not necessary for thequestions of interest. An expert may express his or her uncertain knowledge of a domaindirectly in the form of a QPN. This requires signi�cantly less e�ort than a full numericalspeci�cation of a BBN. Alternatively, if we already possess a numerical BBN, then it isstraightforward to identify the qualitative relations inherent in it, based on the formalprobabilistic de�nitions of the properties. QPNs determine the e�ect of observations onthe probability of a variable of interest and are useful for structuring planning problems.If a graph contains decision nodes and a value node, queries concerning the sign of in-uences can be used to identify dominating decision options [26]. Figure 2 shows a QPNfor the example of Figure 1.Henrion and I [8] have shown that reasoning in QPNs can be conducted in polynomialtime by proposing a computationally e�cient algorithm for reasoning in QPNs. This
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loose bolt crackedgasket++ + ++++ +++ +Fig. 2. An example of a qualitative probabilistic networkalgorithm, called qualitative belief propagation, traces the e�ect of an observation e onother graph variables by propagating the sign of change from e through the entire graph.Every node t in the graph is given a label that characterizes the sign of impact of e on t.In this way, once the propagation is completed, one can easily read o� the labeled graphhow exactly the evidence impacts t, i.e., what are the intermediate nodes through whiche acts on t.This algorithm has d-separation implicitly built into it and can address the problem ofstructural relevance. In order to achieve this, use the algorithm to compute the qualitativeimpact of a variable of interest t given an evidence variable e. The algorithm marks inthis case each node n in the graph with the sign of inuence of t on n. All nodes thatare marked '0 in propagation of a non-zero sign from t are structurally not relevant fort given e.If the signs of impact of two pieces of evidence e1 and e2 on a node t are di�erent,we are dealing with conicting evidence. We speak about conicting evidence also whenan evidence variable e impacts t positively through one path and negatively throughanother. The labels placed on each node in the graph by the qualitative belief propagationalgorithm allows a computer program, in case of sign-ambiguity, to reect about themodel at a meta level and �nd the reason for ambiguity, for example, which paths are inconict. Hence, it can suggest ways in which the least additional speci�city could resolvethe ambiguity.6 FROM PROBABILITY TO LOGICSOne way of looking at models of uncertain domains is that they describe a set of possiblestates of the world. This view is explicated by the logic-based approaches to reasoningunder uncertainty | at any given point various extensions of the current body of facts arepossible, one of which, although unidenti�ed, is assumed to be true. Since the number of



286 Marek J. Druzdzelpossible extensions of the facts is exponential in the number of uncertain variables in themodel, it seems to be intuitively appealing, and for su�ciently large domains practicallynecessary, to limit the number of extensions considered. Several arti�cial intelligenceschemes for reasoning under uncertainty, such as case-based or script-based reasoning,abduction, or non-monotonic logics, seem to be following this path.I have demonstrated [5] that the probabilities of individual states of the model can beexpected to be drawn from highly skewed lognormal distributions. The probability masscarried by the individual states follows qualitatively the same distribution, but it is usu-ally strongly shifted towards higher probability values and is cut o� at the point p = 1:0.The asymmetry in individual prior and conditional probability distributions determinesthe variance in the distribution of probabilities of single states (probabilities of statesare spread over many orders of magnitude) and also determines the magnitude of theshift towards the higher values of probabilities. For su�ciently asymmetric distributions(i.e., for distributions describing well known systems), a small fraction of states can beexpected to cover a large portion of the total probability space with the remaining stateshaving practically negligible probability. In the limit, when there is no uncertainty, onesingle state covers the entire probability space.The more we know about a domain, the more asymmetry individual conditionalprobabilities will show. When the domain and its mechanisms are well known, probabilitydistributions tend to be extreme. This implies a large variance and a large shift in theexpected contribution function and, therefore, a small number of very likely states of themodel. This makes intuitive sense | we tend to act with con�dence in environments thatwe know well, just because we can easily predict what will happen. When an environmentis less familiar, the probability distributions tend to be less extreme, there is less variancein probabilities. The shift in contribution function is small and none of the states isvery likely. Figure 3 shows theoretically derived probability density functions for twomodels consisting of ten binary variables, in which individual conditional probabilitydistributions were 0:2 and 0:8 (left diagram) and 0:3 and 0:7 (right diagram).The ordinateis in logarithmic scale | the lognormal distributions found in practical models tend tospan over many orders of magnitude and are extremely skewed, making them unreadablein linear scale.3 Note that the distribution pictured in the right diagram is for a systemwith more symmetry in the distribution, i.e., a system that we know less about. In thiscase, the shift towards higher probabilities is small,most states will have low probabilitiesand, hence, no very likely states will be observed.The left diagram in Figure 4 shows the theoretically derived relationship for a modelconsisting of ten binary variables with probability distributions drawn uniformly fromthe intervals [0; 0:1] and [0:9; 1:0]. Please, note that the distribution of the contributionsof probabilities of states to the total probability mass is strongly shifted towards higherprobabilities and cut o� at point logp = 0. The right diagram in Figure 4 shows the resultof a simulation in which an uncertain model satisfying the assumption was randomlycreated and then its joint probability distribution analyzed. This simulation was done in3 This and other �gures use decimal rather than natural logarithm because of the ease withwhich we can translate the value of the decimal logarithm to order of magnitude in the decimalsystem.
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Fig. 3. Theoretically derived distributions for identical conditional probability distributions for10 binary variables with probabilities of outcomes equal to 0:2 and 0:8 (left diagram) and 0:3and 0:7 (right diagram).the spirit of a demonstration device similar to those proposed by Gauss or Kapteyn toshow a mechanism by which a distribution is generated. Similarity of the theoreticallyderived distributions to the simulation results, even for as few as 10 random variables, isapparent.
Fig. 4. Identically distributed conditional probability distributions for 10 binary variables withprobabilities of outcomes drawn uniformly from the intervals [0;0:1] and [0:9; 1:0]: theoreticallyderived probability distribution over probabilities of states of the joint probability distribu-tion and the distribution of their contribution to the probability mass (left diagram) and thehistograms observed in a simulation (right diagram).A stronger support for this analysis comes from studying the properties of a realmodel. The most realistic model with a full numerical speci�cation that was availableto me was ALARM, a medical diagnostic model of monitoring anesthesia patients in in-tensive care units [1]. With its 38 random variables, each having two or three outcomes,ALARM has a computationally prohibitive number of states. I selected, therefore, severalself-contained subsets of ALARM consisting of 7 to 13 variables, and analyzed the distri-bution of probabilities of all states within those subsets. Figure 5 shows the result of oneof such run, identical with the results of all other runs with respect to the form of the ob-



288 Marek J. Druzdzel
Fig. 5. Histograms of the probabilities of various states (the bell-shaped curve) and their con-tribution to the total probability mass (the peak on the right side) for a subset of 13 variablesin the ALARM model.served distribution. It is apparent that the histogram of states appears to be for normallydistributed variables, which, given that the ordinate is in logarithmic scale, supports thetheoretically expected lognormality of the actual distribution. The histogram also indi-cates a small contribution of its tail to the total probability mass. The subset studiedcontained 13 variables, resulting in 525,312 states. The probabilities of these states werespread over 22 orders of magnitude. Only the most likely states, spread over the �rst �veorders of magnitude, provided meaningful contribution to the total probability mass. Ofall states, there was one state with probability 0.52, 10 states with probabilities in therange (0:01; 0:1) and the total probability of 0.23, and 48 states with probabilities in therange (0:001; 0:01) and the total probability of 0.16. The most likely state covered 0.52 ofthe total probability space, the 11 most likely states covered 0.75 of the total probabilityspace, and the 59 most likely states (out of the total of 525,312) covered 0.91 of the totalprobability space.The above result gives some insight into the logic-based schemes for reasoning underuncertainty, showing when and why they will work and when they will not perform toowell. In the domains that are well known, there will be usually a small number of verylikely states and these states can be modeled in logic. In the domains that contain muchuncertainty, logic-based approaches will fail: there will be many plausible states andcommitment to any of them is likely to be suboptimal.7 HUMAN INTERFACESDecision analysis, which is the art and science of applying decision theory to aid decisionmaking in the real world, has developed a considerable body of knowledge in modelbuilding, including elicitation of the model structure and elicitation of the probabilitydistribution over its variables. These methods have been under a continuous scrutiny ofpsychologists working in the domain of behavioral decision theory and have proven tocope reasonably well with the dangers related to human judgmental biases. Also, at theoutput side, the approach taken by decision analysis is compatible with that of intelligentsystems. The goal of decision analysis is providing insight into the decision. This insight,



Some Useful Properties of Probabilistic Knowledge Representations : : : 289consisting of the analysis of all relevant factors, their uncertainty, and criticality of someassumptions, is even more important than the actual recommendation.Probability theory is known to model well certain patterns of human plausible reason-ing, such as mixing predictive and diagnostic inference, discounting correlated sources ofevidence, or intercausal reasoning [9, 13, 16]. BBNs o�er several advantages for automaticgeneration of explanation of reasoning to the users of intelligent systems. As they encodethe structure of the domain along with its numerical properties, this structure can beanalyzed at di�erent levels of precision. The ability to derive lower levels of speci�cationand, therefore, changing the precision of the representation makes probabilistic modelssuitable for both computation and explanation. Soundness of the reasoning proceduremakes it easier to improve the system, as explanations based on a less precise abstrac-tion of the model provide an approximate, but correct picture of the model. Possibledisagreement between the system and its user can always be reduced to a disagreementover the model. This di�ers from the approach taken by some alternative schemes for rea-soning under uncertainty, where simplicity is achieved by making simplifying, althoughnot always substantiated assumptions (such as independence assumptions embedded inDempster{Shafer theory and possibility theory) [27]. Ultimately, it is hard to determinein these schemes whether possibly wrong advice is the result of errors in the model orerrors in the reasoning procedure.Qualitative belief propagation, presented in Section 5, appears to be easy to followfor people and it can be used for generation of verbal explanations of probabilistic rea-soning. The individual signs along with the signs of inuences can be translated intonatural language sentences describing paths of change from the evidence to the variableof interest. Explanation of each step involves reference to a usually familiar causal or di-Qualitative influence of greasy engine block on excessive oilconsumption:Greasy engine block is evidence for oil leak.Oil leak explains low oil level, hence is evidence againstexcessive oil consumption.Therefore, greasy engine block is evidence against excessiveoil consumption.Fig. 6. Qualitative explanations: An example.agnostic interaction of variables. In general, explanations based on qualitative reasoningare easier to understand than explanations using numerical probabilities. So even wherea quanti�ed BBN is available, it may often be clearer to reduce it to the qualitative form,and base explanations on purely qualitative reasoning. An example of a qualitative beliefpropagation-based explanation is given in Figure 6. More details on generation of ver-bal explanations of reasoning based on belief propagation can be found in [4, 7, 15, 16].Suermondt [24] provides a thorough quantitative treatment of several issues that arecomplementary to the QBP explanations.



290 Marek J. DruzdzelAnother method for generating explanations is based on the observation that in mostmodels there is usually a small number of very likely states (this was discussed in Sec-tion 6). If there is a small number of very likely states, most likely states of the model canbe identi�ed and presented to the user. This is the essence of scenario-based explanations[4, 6, 16]. An example of a scenario-based explanation is given in Figure 7.The observed low oil level can be caused by excessive oil consumptionor by oil leak.Scenarios supporting excessive oil consumption are:1. There is no oil leak, excessive oil consumption causes low oillevel (p=0.35).2. Cracked gasket causes oil leak, excessive oil consumption and oilleak cause low oil level (p=0.15).3. Other, less likely scenarios (p=0.05).Scenarios disproving excessive oil consumption are:1. Cracked gasket causes oil leak, there is no excessive oilconsumption, oil leak causes low oil level (p=0.36).2. Loose bolt causes oil leak, there is no excessive oil consumption,oil leak causes low oil level (p=0.04).3. Other, less likely scenarios (p=0.05).Therefore, excessive oil consumption is more likely than not (p=0.55).Fig. 7. Scenario-based explanations: An example.8 CONCLUSIONI have discussed �ve issues related to the foundations of intelligent systems research andhave shown that they are addressed adequately by probabilistic knowledge representa-tions. The view that probability theory is a numerical scheme, di�cult to comprehendfor humans, requiring a prohibitive number of expert judgments, and demanding highcomputational power seems to be misplaced. Probability theory is based on sound qual-itative foundations that allow for capturing the essential properties of a domain, alongwith its causal structure. Directed probabilistic graphs model explicitly independencesand tie probability with causality, allowing for a concise and insightful representation ofuncertain domains. Probabilistic knowledge representations and reasoning do not needto be quantitative | there is a whole spectrum of possible levels of specifying models,ranging from independence or relevance to full numeric speci�cation. The amount ofspeci�city in a model can be made dependent on available information and a reasoningagent can dynamically move between di�erent levels of speci�cation to do the most with
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